Abstract. Information Retrieval (IR) systems try to identify documents relevant to user queries, which are representations of user information needs. Interaction, context, and document structure are three important and active themes in IR research. We present how we propose to model the task of Structured IR (SIR) based on a QT inspired framework, with a focus on how to exploit user contextual information and user interaction in the search process.
Introduction
Information Retrieval (IR) aims at automatically matching a user's query, usually a set of keywords typed by the user, with a set of relevant documents. Structured IR (SIR) breaks away from the traditional retrieval unit of a document as a single large (text) block and aims at returning document fragments (e.g. a chapter, a section, or a paragraph), instead of whole documents in response to a user query. The structure of the document, whether explicitly provided by a mark-up language (e.g. XML) or derived, is exploited to determine these most relevant document fragments. In addition, SIR users may formulate queries with constraints on the content and on the structure of the units to be retrieved. SIR is believed to be of particular benet for information repositories containing long documents, or documents covering a wide variety of topics (e.g. books, user manuals, legal documents), where the user's eort to locate relevant content within a document can be reduced by directing them to the most relevant parts of the document.
SIR has been extensively experimented within the INEX evaluation forum 3 .
Unfortunately, experimental results so far indicate that, contrary to expectation, exploiting the structure in IR has not led to any signicant increase in retrieval performance. One reason seems that models developed for SIR have mainly been adaptation of classical IR models. Even within standard IR, incrementally extending the classical IR models (e.g. adding pseudo/implicit relevance feedback and query expansion components) and adjusting parameters have not led to major improvement in retrieval performance [1] . 3 http://www.inex.otago.ac.nz/ One reason might be that the clues of relevance go beyond topical relevance (i.e. a document is relevant to a query if it is about the topic of the query), even when considering other aspects of the document content (e.g. the document style). More importantly, the context (dening the user information need) and the interaction (between the user and the IR system) are two important facets that have to be integrated directly into IR models and experiments, rather than being a controlled factor. With respect to SIR, structural context (of a document fragment within a document) and interaction (how the user uses structure to navigate within the document when searching) might play an even more important role, perhaps, than in standard IR.
It has been argued that the Quantum Theory (QT) formalism provides new tools for modeling the context and the interaction in IR. We also postulate that QT will allow the modeling of these between the user and the system, and between structured documents parts in SIR.
The paper follows a constructive approach to investigate the construction of a model for (S)IR based on QT. In Section 2, we discuss related works, rst the dierent QT/IR approaches and then the use of structure in IR. In Section 3, we discuss the factors that should be taken into account, and discuss how a suitable model for SIR can be developed in Section 4.
Previous works

QT and IR
In this section we focus on previous attempts of building IR models with the QT formalism. We can distinguish three kind of works not necessarily incompatible, those (1) adapting an IR model to QT, (2) capturing the user-system interaction and (3) trying to dene an adequate space for IR.
Adapting IR models to QT is one of the most direct way to incorporate this formalism into IR. It has two potential benets. First, it shows that the QT formalism is powerful enough to at least encompass those models. Secondly, it might provide an insight on how to modify them in order to leverage the QT added power. In [2] , Van Rijsbergen shows that some classical IR models could be easily translated within the QT formalism. For instance, the vector space model can be easily expressed with the document dening the density and the query as an observable (or vice-versa).
Interestingly, Widdows [3] extended the classical IR vector space model with some concepts brought from QT. Two ideas where put forward. First, nonrelevance is equated to the orthogonality in a vector space, and this gives a way to represent negation. Second, the disjunction of queries (q 1 or q 2 ) is modeled by the subspace spanned by the two subspaces associated with the two queries. Although this adaptation leads to nice results in particular with respect to negation, it does not fundamentally depart from classical IR models.
More recently, Guido et al. adapted [4] the logical imaging formalism [5] to the QT formalism. Logical imaging provides a way to compute a conditional probability (or an implication) through a non-uniform redistribution of the probability mass. In the classical case, p(·|A) implies that the initial mass associated to ¬A is uniformly redistributed to the space of A. Transposed to IR, it allows for the redistribution of a term probability to an associated term belonging to the query (e.g. synonym). The interesting part of this formalism is the use of a kinematic operator that is an alternative to the standard Shrödinger unitary evolution, and that matches nicely the general imaging framework.
It can be interesting to develop from scratch a framework based on QT, A more practical approach to make use of user interaction was proposed by
Melucci [7] , who makes the assumption that it is possible to dene a Hilbert subspace that contains relevant documents, and that this subspace 4 can be built through user interaction. The QT formalism is involved when, given a document d, the model computes the probability that a document d is within the subspace RS by p (RS|d) where RS is the constructed subspace.
Somehow orthogonal to the problem of building a model or a space is the question of how to dene a space. Usual vector space in IR are spaces where each dimension is associated to one term. Building a concept space (as opposed to a simple term space) might be a way to exploit the geometry of the space. Many works [3, 8, 9, 10] have suggested that QT might be adapted to represent concepts. The reasons are two-fold. First, there are interesting connections between orthogonality in the space and the dierent senses of a word. Second, contextual information could be captured by building up structures where word senses are entangled. For example, knowing in which sense the term bat is used might help to identify in which sense cricket is used (either animal or sport). These works have the potential to dene suitable conceptual spaces for IR.
Two QT based approaches try to build projectors lattices, which in turn can be used to dene a Hilbert space. The rst one is related to disambiguating words [11] . A lattice of projectors associated to contexts is built, where atomic contexts (e.g. the animal is a tiger) completly determine the context leaving no other possible interpretation for a word (here animal ). The other work [12] 4 Melucci names it a context space, but we use this word dierently so we do not use his terminology here.
attempts to build a document space where co-occurrence is a central notion.
The idea is to characterise texts through erasing projectors that only keep words within a given window of a word. While it is not clear how to use these specic frameworks in IR, these approaches are interesting since they dene a part of the Hilbert space structure (orthogonality relationships) by the possible observation one could make on the systems represented into that space.
Overall, IR built upon QT fundations is still in an early stage and there are no solid fundations upon which one could develop a sound framework. In section 3 onwards, we discuss some points we deem important for (at least our) future work in that eld.
Structure, psycholinguistics and IR
It is interesting to consider psycholinguistic studies since they might provide an insight on how humans actually use structure. A good summary of current research can be found in [13] . They report that the facilitatory eect of headings in a text is reected both in the xations made during the rst-pass reading as well as in the later look-backs directed to the topic sentences. At the ner grained level, sentences in the middle of a paragraph can be understood from the structural context of the previous sentence(s), which is not true of the rst sentence of a paragraph; transitions between paragraphs and sections thus require more work from the reader. The eectiveness of headings lies in the fact that they provide a mental frame into which upcoming text information may be integrated. At a coarser level, two common hypotheses on why structure facilitates comprehension are stated: (1) facilitate processing of the text topic structure during reading, and (2) readers use text stucture to guide text recall (going back to some parts of the text). It hence appears that structure has semantics that could be exploited in IR, because it provides a good way to organize information.
Within the IR community, the use of structure in IR has been extensively studied and evaluated within INEX. Summarizing, structure in IR has been used as a mean to (1) provide more focussed material to the user (e.g. return a section of a chapter instead of the whole chapter), (2) specify user constraints on content and structure (e.g. return sections about wine within a chapter about Chile) and (3) provide structural context to a given document part (e.g. a section about jaguar within a book about cars is not the same as within a book about animals). Note that the latter is one possible use of the psycho-linguistics ndings, and one that has been shown to improve signicantly the performance of SIR systems. Apart from these achievements, structure has not been shown to enhance traditional IR search. We believe new models that use structural context and interaction could make a dierence, since they would complement the lack of explicit information about what the user really wants.
Factors to consider
To consider interaction in SIR using the QT formalism, our QT-based model should be able to respond to the interaction between the user and the (S)IR system, which during a search session may include the queries typed and submitted to the system, the clicks users make on links returned by the system, and if available more ne-grained information such as the seen elements (as obtained through the use of an eye tracking tool, for instance). We stress that all interactions, including the interaction with the list of results, have to be taken into account in order to build a fully interactive SIR model.
Our QT-based model should also be able to integrate information related to the context of the information need (e.g. previous searches, time, location).
The fact that dierent document fragments may be deemed relevant for a same set of interactions, indicates that relevance is dependent on the search context. 
A framework for SIR based on QT formalism
We discuss here which space we could be working with, and how it could be constructed for modeling SIR. We rst discuss the choice of the representation, and propose to use an information need space. We then discuss how this representation can be used to model interactive IR, and to which extent document structure can be included in the model.
Among the dierent spaces we could be working with, various choices are possible, but among the most straightforward choice is the topical space [2] or its approximation, the term space. In such a space, a document is represented by the terms or concepts it contains. Whether this corresponds in QT to a superposition (i.e. a document is a unique combinaison of terms) or to a mixture of pure term-states is subject to debate, but in both cases a query (or rather the relevance to a query) is an observable, and one can ask the question: is this doc- happens, which in this case stems from the fact that users are expected to learn.
In our opinion, these remarks underline two things. First, document topicality is constructive in the sense that any information adds up to previous ones, and this does not match QT measurement in general, since, while measuring, a part of the information is destructed. Second, we cannot hope to model directly the user perception of topicality as an observable within a document topicality space, since we believe it is a learning process that saturates (i.e. the opinion of the user does not change with further interaction).
An information need space
Instead we propose the use of an information need space where a state, and more generally a density, corresponds to a user information need. Mixed states could naturally be used to model ambiguous information needs, and context/interaction would provide a way to specify what is the actual information need. The density would be pure when the information need is completely determined, as for example when the model can fully predict what are the relevant documents. For an exploratory search (e.g. I want to learn about Glasgow), the need density is mixed, whereas for a navigational search (e.g. I want the University of Glasgow home page) the need density is pure. The relevance of a document (in IR) or document fragment (in SIR) would then be modeled as an observable. This is different from [7] , where relevance is modeled as a yes/no observable within a space where documents are the observed systems, and the corresponding subspace is expanded through user interaction.
We think the information need space can model interactive IR since users change their point of view during a search, and relevance, contrarily to topicality, is expected to evolve within a search session [14] . The mechanisms of this change are yet to be understood, but QT could possibly shed a new light on that matter, since this process is not constructive as the document topicality is users might change their opinion on what they nd relevant.
In more details, the information need space could be a tensor product of smaller spaces, each one related to the dierent dimensions related to the relevance of an information need. A non-exhaustive list of such dimensions would be the topicality, the style (e.g. review, litterature, FAQ, etc.), the position in the structure (e.g. is it a whole book, a section?) and the novelty of the document.
Please refer to [15] for a more complete analysis of relevance dimensions.
Without considering context, at the beginning of the search process, the information need space could be seen as a mixed density that corresponds to all possible needs, weighed by their probability. What is nice about this is that we could (in theory) provide a list of documents without any interaction and without any information or interaction from the user, since it is possible to measure to which extent a document fragment is relevant to an information need density.
The context of the search and each interaction would then be extra steps towards the retrieval of relevant information.
Within the various dimensions of relevance, topical relevance is an aspect of the information need that seem to be well adapted to a QT-based model. Let us use an example to illustrate this fact. Consider a user who wants to plan his holidays in Barcelona, and who will be searching for various informations ranging from activities to hotels. Whereas one part of the information need remains untouched (it is about Barcelona in Spain and not in Venezuela or the Philippines), the other part can drift (from leisure activities to hotels). Interaction through measurement, as described in the next section, would be used to both restrict the subspace to documents about Barcelona in Spain, and to follow the user topical drift from activities to hotels.
Evolution: Interaction in Information Retrieval?
The evolution of a system is an important topic both in QT and interactive IR.
In this section, we study the various forms of evolutions in QT and relate them to our (S)IR.
The rst form is measurement. It would account for a partial collapse in the corresponding information need subspaces. An example scenario of interaction would be a user searching for a place to order pizza. At the beginning of the search, the density associated with the information need is not determined and could be a mixture of all possible information needs. The user then types pizza, which restricts the information need to a given subset of densities and hence to a given suspace of the whole information need space. Knowing that it is 8pm, and that this person is living in a given city would further restrict the density to a smaller subset of densities. More precisely, each new observation (e.g. typed keywords, clicks, time, etc.) would correspond to a possible measurement/projector, and hence to an observable. This integrates nicely within the IR model adapted to QT in [2] , since the simplest T would be a projector along the vector representing the keywords dened as in standard IR. In general, the more ambiguous the keywords, the bigger the subspace associated to the projector T .
Note that typed keyword observations can inuence more relevance dimensions than the topical one. For instance, if a query contains review of... then this is more related to the style of the relevant documents than to their topicality. Linking interactions and measurements would be an iterative process where past interactions could be analysed e.g. in order to compute the exact form of the observables associated to some keywords.
Another possible use of measurement would be to deal with novelty and the related problem of result diversity (that is, how to select a set non redundant pieces of information with respect to a given information need). Documents would be associated to observables within a knowledge space for which a user is the system under observation. When a document is read, then the user state would be projected in a subspace that corresponds to a subspace of knowledge where the read document information is known. This process, coupled with the information need specication and drift discussed in 4.1, would be used to build up a list of documents to return to the user.
The second form of evolution would be a unitary one, which describes the evolution of the information need in the absence of interaction. This would be particularly suited to the time observation, since time evolves in a non-interactive manner. Similarly to physics, unitary evolution could also account for the natural evolution of the user's need in the absence of interaction. One possible use would be for example to build up evolution operators using previous user interactions.
Again, we can use the holidays in Barcelona example: Users starting to be interested by hotels would turn up to be interested by activities (and vice-versa), leaving the geography-related dimensions untouched.
The third form is through interaction with the environment which in our context is both the user interface and the user memory. This form of evolution should be used when a measurement conducted twice gives two dierent results.
This is the case when, for example, the user interacts with the IR system, and subsequently deems a document to be relevant and latter non relevant, since the user has already read this document. Note that with respect to relevance, if we assume that there is no interaction with the user (i.e. we could use an oracle to tell us that the document is relevant for the current information need state), then we would use standard QT measurement.
To handle the interaction between the user and the SIR system, we would build a user behaviour model. We would dene a system space, dierent from the information need space, where we can represent the current state of the IR system. The state would include information such as which document fragments (or rather hyperlinks to these fragments) are displayed. We would then make the entangled user and system states evolve, taking into account the fact that the user inspects the result list and, in the case of SIR, the behaviour within the document structure, so that to predict which parts of the document collection would be explored by the user. Some part of the interaction would correspond to observations like e.g. when a user clicks on an hyperlink. The result of the interaction ρ can then be measured in this new space, and interaction specic observations like clicks can then be taken into account. The new information need density can be extracted using the partial trace operator, which is useful if we want to reuse this density for new observations and/or predictions.
Structure
In this section, we discuss how the framework could integrate with structured information.
As discussed in Section 2.2 and in the INEX workshops, structure can help to obtain a better representation of a fragment of text within the document structure whether it be a topical representation, a style or other relevance related dimensions. In our case, to build the topical relevance observable, we could use structure to dene the number of dimensions of the associated subspace ideally, one per topic. An oversimplied example would be to associate each paragraph with a low dimensional subspace of the information need space, and then to build the subspace associated with the section that contains those paragraphs by joining all these subspaces.
Let us note that the bigger (in size) the structural part, the bigger the associated subspace in the information need space, which in turn means that there is a higher chance that a bigger document fragment covers an information need.
Consider two document fragments F 1 and F 2 , F 2 being included in F 1 (e.g. a paragraph in a section). The projector associated with the relevance of F 1 would include (in the sense of inclusion of the projector associated subspace) the subspace associated with the relevance of F 2 (i.e. F 2 ≤ F 1 ). Then, if we know that F 2 is relevant to a given query, this would imply that F 1 is also relevant to that query, since the density would be projected into the subspace dened by the projector for F 2 , and this subspace is included into the one of the projector for F 1 . Deciding which of F 1 or F 2 is better for the user is a matter of user behaviour modeling, as discussed at the end of the previous section.
This nesting property of document fragments also implies that it is not only necessary to nd a fragment that covers (exhaustivity ) the information need, but this fragment has also to be specic to the information need. In order to achieve this, we could build an observable who would measure the percentage of the fragment that deals with the topic of interest. It is relatively easy to build such an observable, since the subspace it spans corresponds to the subspace spanned by the relevance observable associated to the document fragment, but in this case the specicity is not a projection observable as the exhaustivity is.
Both exhaustivity and specicity dimensions are beeing used in INEX relevance assessments done by human judges, and could be used to compare the output of the algorithms producing the two observables with the values set by the judges.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have sketched how contextual and interactive SIR can be modeled borrowing ideas from QT, by dening a space where the user information needs would evolve according to their interactions with the retrieval system. We proposed to use an information need space, as opposed to the standard topical space, as it seems to be better adapted to both IR (allowing interaction) and QT (leveraging a part of the QT framework potential). We briey described how our information need space, emphasing the fact that it should capture various relevance dimensions beside topical relevance. We then discussed how interaction could be modeled with this representation, and how it would be possible to model the document structure dimension (i.e. what document fragment granularity to return a paragraph, a section, etc.). While there are still many details to be set in order to get an operational system, we believe this path would allow to capture faithfully the complexity of the search process in SIR.
